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Cambro Insulated Front Loading Food Pan Carrier 155 Litre DW585
Stores 60x40cm crates   View Product 

 Code : DW585

  
 49% OFF   Sale 

£536.65

£273.58 / exc vat
£328.30 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Built to transport 60x40cm food crates, this
lightweight insulated food carrier from Cambro is
practically impervious to oil, grease and most
chemicals.

The box can easily withstand substantial impact without
taking damage.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 687 540 770

Cm 68.7 54 77

Inches
(approx)

27 21 30

 Thoughtfully designed built-in handles along the top

of the front loader unit allow them to be easily carried

from all four sides

 Compartment for cold chiller plate or hot plate is

located on the inner backwall to prevent overhead

condensation drips and to evenly distribute

temperature throughout the carrier

 Built-in Condensation barrier helps front loaders to

remain drip-resistant

 A built-in label area keeps plastic menus tags in place

for easy content identification for routing

 Multi-purpose front-loading carrier can be purchased

with no molded-in rails providing the operator with the

flexibility to load 60 x 40 crates of various depths

Material : Polypropylene

Capacity : 155 Ltr
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